You are as ineffective as you are connected to the exuberant racket.1
Narcissist Activism
Constructive Change
Feeds the ego; filled with outrage, moral correctness.

Feeds the community; changes the calculus of cost.

A metaphorical crowd charging shouting “Freedom”

An metaphorical Sniper2 acting and disappearing

Mostly Reactive, lacking a broad goal or plan of attack, a
lack of vision, hammer looking for a nail

Mostly Proactive, focused, motive is very clear, leadership
is unequivocal in the goal, a hammer striking a nail

Points out that nuclear waste last forever, natural gas is not Going from Coal to oil to natural gas to nuclear was done
much cleaner than oil, coal dirtier, hydro dams stop free
not because of the increase in cleanliness but rather to save
flowing rivers, always a criticism, not aware.
money, deep understanding of the nature of change.
Religious revival, activism, protesting, punitive solutions

Reconstruction, Reorganization, Creative solutions

Technical innovation3, improved efficiency4

Root cause analysis5 followed by an effective corrective
action

Working hard

Working a plan

1 Social Media is monitored and manipulative media your role in the Meta Data is to be predicted and manipulated.
2 Violence tends to beget violence, all effective organizations have a functional aspect and an enforcement aspect, strength does no spring
from passivity nor violence but attention to detail. Which is why you do not revolt, the threat of inevitable incarceration. You can run but
you cannot hide. They always get their man. If you are effective be prepared to receive the violence of the owners of capital, the 1%.
3 Our problems are not technical but ethical, technical solutions are always going to be narcissistic in nature because the innovator all to
often is looking only to enrich themselves. Innovation will work until it does not. System collapse builds slow; then it’s very fast.
4 Improved efficiency worked well when resources were limitless and the human population was less than 2 billion, today it only
exasperates the inevitable crash, the last days will be boom days, That is the nature of an exponential growth scenario.
5 Root Cause Analysis reveals overpopulation and tax law as the underlying problems. Tax law ; the rules of the game, population is the
piece of the pie. With a long view, in a closed system, above a few billion the pie does not get bigger no matter how much you innovate.
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